AbstractÐGiven a set of precedence constrained parallel tasks with their processor requirements and execution times, the problem of scheduling precedence constrained parallel tasks on multicomputers with contiguous processor allocation is to find a nonpreemptive schedule of the tasks on a multicomputer such that the schedule length is minimized. This scheduling problem is substantially more difficult than other scheduling problems due to precedence constraints among tasks, the inherent difficulty of task scheduling, and processor allocation in multicomputers. We present an approximation algorithm called LLB that schedules tasks level-by-level using the largest-task-first strategy supported by the binary system partitioning scheme to handle the three difficult issues in our scheduling problem. Though algorithm LLB does not have a bounded worst-case performance ratio, we show through probabilistic analysis that LLB has a quite reasonable average-case performance ratio for typical classes of parallel computations. In particular, algorithm LLB has an average-case performance ratio less than two for large scale parallel computations that have wide task graphs (i.e., that exhibit large parallelism).
INTRODUCTION
A parallel computation consisting of precedence constrained parallel tasks on a multicomputer with contiguous processor allocation can be specified as g h Y Y 0Y %Y (i, where
. is the number of processors available, that is, there are identical processors, say, w I , w P Y F F F Y w , allocated to the parallel computation g; . f I Y P Y F F F Y n g is a set of parallel tasks; . 0 is a partial order on , i.e., if i 0 j , then task j cannot start its execution until task i finishes; . % X 3 IXX gives the processor requirements of the tasks, i.e., % i is the number of processors needed to execute task i , where % i is also called the size of i (it is required that % i contiguous processors, i.e., w k Y w kI Y w kP Y F F F Y w k% i ÀI , for some k, are allocated to i ); . ( X 3 HY I describes the execution times of the tasks, i.e., ( i is the execution time of task i .
Given a parallel computation specification g h Y Y 0Y %Y (i, the problem of scheduling precedence constrained parallel tasks on multicomputers with contiguous processor allocation is to find a nonpreemptive schedule of the tasks in on a multicomputer with processors such that the schedule length (i.e., the completion time of the n tasks) is minimized. The contiguous processor allocation requirement is based on the fact that processors in a multicomputer system are connected by a certain network, e.g., a linear array, which is the simplest topology. Therefore, the processors allocated to a task should be able to form a subsystem that has the same topology as the original system. Our problem defined above includes many well-known problems in operations research and computer science as special cases.
. When % i I and ( i I for all I i n, the problem becomes the precedence constrained scheduling problem [21] . . When there is no precedence constraint, i.e., 0 is empty, and each task requires only one processor, i.e., % i I for all I i n, the problem reduces to the classic multiprocessor scheduling problem [6] . . When 0 is empty and all tasks execute in unit time,
i.e., ( i I for all I i n, the problem reduces to the one dimensional bin packing problem [8] . All these problems are NP-hard [4] and have been studied extensively in the literature. These three problems imply that our scheduling problem is substantially more difficult than other scheduling problems. The reason is three-fold, namely,
. precedence constraints among tasks; . inherent difficulty in scheduling (even independent) tasks; . processor allocation in multicomputers. Any one of the three issues alone makes our problem NPhard. In other words, we are facing a scheduling problem with both precedence and processor constraints. An efficient heuristic algorithm should have good strategies to handle all the three difficult issues.
Notice that our problem is different from the ones studied in [20] , [22] , where tasks are malleable, i.e., each task may be executed with variable numbers of processors, and execution times are adjusted accordingly to reflect various speedup assumptions. The problems of scheduling malleable parallel tasks have been investigated by many researchers in recent years and a large body of literature exists. Our problem is also different from the one studied in [5] , [10] , where any % i processors can be allocated to task i , i.e., there is no requirement on contiguous processor allocation. Such noncontiguous processor allocation makes the scheduling problem relatively easier to solve. A simpler case of our problem, i.e., scheduling independent nonmalleable parallel tasks with contiguous processor allocation, is a classical problem in operations research, which was studied in the context of rectangle packing [1] . Scheduling independent parallel tasks with noncontiguous processor allocation was considered in [11] . Another simpler case, i.e., when all tasks are sequential tasks, % i I for all I i n, has been studied in [7] , [9] , [12] , [15] , [17] , [18] , [23] . Thus, our analysis technique used in this paper is generalized from that used in [9] , [12] , [15] , with extra considerations on task sizes and processor allocation.
A feasible and practical way to solve NP-hard problems is to use heuristic (or approximation) algorithms that produce near-optimal solutions. Let rg be the length of the schedule generated by heuristic r for a parallel computation g and y g be the length of an optimal schedule with a minimal length. Then, the performance of a heuristic r is measured by the quantity sup g rg y g called the worst-case performance ratio of algorithm r. It is still an open question as to whether there exists a heuristic algorithm r with finite worst-case performance ratio for the problem of scheduling precedence constrained parallel tasks on multicomputers with contiguous processor allocation.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, the problem of scheduling nonmalleable parallel tasks with precedence constraints on multicomputers with contiguous processor allocation has rarely been touched and received little attention, though some attempt has been made. For example, in [16] , we examined the performance of the class of list scheduling algorithms. We found that many list scheduling strategies, including largest-task-first, smallesttask-first, longest-execution-time-first, shortest-executiontime-first, have unbounded worst-case performance ratio. List scheduling algorithms are fundamentally limited due to their inability to handle precedence constraints, task execution times, and task sizes simultaneously. It was also proven in [3] that any on-line algorithm for scheduling precedence constrained parallel tasks on multicomputers with contiguous processor allocation should have worstcase performance ratio log a log log . It is not clear whether such a lower bound is applicable to off-line algorithms.
In this paper, we present and analyze a heuristic algorithm for scheduling precedence constrained parallel tasks on multicomputers with contiguous processor allocation. The algorithm is called LLB (Level-by-level and Largest-task-first scheduling with a Binary system partitioning scheme). There are three basic techniques employed in algorithm LLB to handle the three difficult issues in our scheduling problem.
. First, a task graph is divided into levels and tasks are scheduled level-by-level to follow the precedence constraints. . Second, tasks in the same level are sorted in nonincreasing order of task sizes and the largesttask-first (LTF) scheduling strategy is used to schedule independent tasks in each level. . Third, the binary system partitioning (BSP) scheme is used as a processor allocation strategy that supports the implementation of the LTF algorithm.
To this end, it is assumed that is a power of 2. Strictly speaking, we are solving a special case of our scheduling problem. Algorithm LLB does not have a bounded worst-case performance ratio. However, we show through probabilistic analysis that LLB has a quite reasonable average-case performance ratio for typical classes of parallel computations. It is assumed that the task sizes are independent and identically distributed random variables with a common probability distribution. Task execution times are also independent and identically distributed random variables. The probability distributions of task sizes and execution times are independent of each other. When the processor requirements and task execution times are random variables, both rg and y g become random variables. Let iÁ denote the expectation of a random variable. The ratio n irg iy g Y where j j n, is referred to as the average-case performance ratio of heuristic r when the size of a computation is n. The quantity I lim n3I n is the asymptotic average-case performance ratio as a computation becomes very large. We will prove that the asymptotic average-case performance ratio of algorithm LLB is less than two for wide task graphs. Such a performance ratio is determined by the probability distribution of task sizes and is independent of task execution times. When task sizes have a uniform distribution, I is no larger than a value in the range RaQXXQaP. In other words, algorithm LLB can effectively handle large scale parallel computations that exhibit large parallelism.
It is still an open problem as to whether there exists a heuristic algorithm r with finite average-case performance ratio for the problem of scheduling precedence constrained parallel tasks on multicomputers with contiguous processor allocation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the largest-task-first scheduling strategy for independent tasks and the binary system partitioning scheme. In Section 3, we analyze the worst-case and the average-case performance ratio of the LLB algorithm. Some numerical examples are demonstrated in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
LTF SCHEDULING AND BSP SCHEME
The quality of the level-by-level scheduling strategy relies on a good algorithm that schedules independent tasks. There are many algorithms for this purpose, e.g., the one in [1] . However, here we seek simple algorithms that permit probabilistic analysis.
Since P p is a power of 2, a multicomputer can naturally be partitioned into two subsystems with aP processors. Such a binary system partitioning can be continued as long as a subsystem has size larger than 1. Consider a set of independent tasks f I Y P Y F F F Y n g, where all the % I s are powers of 2. The LTF scheduling algorithm arranges the tasks in nonincreasing order of their sizes. 1 Hence, we assume that % I ! % P ! Á Á Á ! % n . The LTF algorithm schedules the tasks in this order. A task i is scheduled for execution as soon as there are % i contiguous processors, i.e., w k Y w kI Y w kP Y F F F Y w k% i ÀI , for some k, are available. The BSP scheme chooses the processors such that k is minimized. A key property of an LTF schedule supported by the BSP scheme is that, whenever a task j is finished, the next unscheduled task j H , where j H b j, can always be brought to the system for execution. If % j b % j H , system partitioning is necessary, i.e., half of the processors allocated to j are allocated to j H and the other half can be further used by j H I and others. This is essentially the BSP scheme. An LTF schedule supported by the BSP scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The performance of an LTF schedule can be analyzed as follows: Let v p denote the total execution time of the n tasks in under an LTF schedule. Let j be the last task finished (e.g., II in Fig. 1 ). Assume that j starts its execution at time (. We divide the time interval HXXv p into two subintervals, HXX( and (XXv p . It is clear that, during subinterval HXX(, all the processors are used without any waste. The work of a task i is defined as % i ( i , i.e., the product of its size and execution time. Let n iI % i ( i be the total amount of work to be done by all the n tasks in . Then, we have ! (, i.e., ( a . The length of the 1. One reviewer suggested that, in addition to sorting the tasks in nonincreasing order of their sizes, tasks of the same size are further sorted in nonincreasing order of their execution times. Such double-key sorting can possibly reduce the schedule length, e.g., for the example in Fig. 1 . However, we would like to mention that this method does not affect all our analytical results in the paper. subinterval (XXv p is actually ( j , which is no larger than ( Ã mx( I Y ( P Y F F F Y ( n , the longest execution time of the n tasks. Thus, we have proven the following result.
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 . F o r a s e t o f i n d e p e n d e n t t a s k s
where % i is a power of 2, for all I i n, we have
is the longest execution time of the n tasks.
It is clear that y is bounded from below by the total amount of work per processor, that is,
The asymptotic worst-case performance ratio of an algorithm r is
r is asymptotically optimal if the above quantity is one. Hence, when task sizes are powers of 2, algorithm LTF is asymptotically optimal as n 3 I. In general, task sizes are not necessarily powers of 2. Hence, the task size % i is rounded up to the nearest power of 2 by using the rounding function 0x P dlog xe , that is, 0% i P dlog %ie , for all I i n, so that the LTF algorithm supported by the BSP scheme is applicable. It is clear that Proposition 1 can be extended to the following result.
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . F o r a s e t o f i n d e p e n d e n t t a s k s
where ( Ã is the longest execution time of the n tasks.
The rounding function 0 causes internal fragmentation, i.e., some allocated processors not being used at all. In the worst case, about half of the allocated processors are wasted. Hence, the asymptotic worst-case performance ratio of LTF is two.
To analyze the average-case performance of algorithm LTF, we assume that the task sizes % I Y % P Y F F F Y % n are independent and identically distributed random variables with a common probability distribution q I Y q P Y F F F Y q , where q k is the probability that % i k, I k . Task execution times ( I Y ( P Y F F F Y ( n are also independent and identically distributed random variables for which we know their mean " and variance '
P . The probability distributions of task sizes and execution times are independent of each other. Let us define " % kI q k k q I Pq P Qq Q Á Á Á q to be the average number of processors requested by a task and " 0 kI q k 0k q I 0I q P 0P q Q 0Q Á Á Á q 0 to be the average number of processors allocated to a task. Using the inequality in Proposition 2, we obtain
n is the expectation of the longest execution time of the n tasks in and is the ratio
It is well-known from order statistics [2] that if I Y P Y F F F Y r are r independent and identically distributed random variables with mean " and variance ' P , then
By the above inequality, we get an upper bound for iv p .
Proposition 3. For a set of independent tasks , we have
For some special probability distributions, more accurate results are known [19] . For instance, if the i s are exponential random variables with mean ", then
where r r is the rth harmonic number, i.e.,
Thus, we have Proposition 3'. For a set of independent tasks , where task execution times have an exponential distribution,
For exponential distributions, the bound in Proposition 3' is tighter than the general bound in Proposition 3. In particular, one can verify that f r I b r r , namely,
for all r ! P. The f r and r r values are listed in Fig. 2 for
Notice that, on the average, the total amount of work to be done is i n" %". Even in a perfect schedule, the mean optimal execution time iy cannot be less than i a n" %"a . Hence, by Proposition 3,
for fixed , ", ', and . In other words, the asymptotic average-case performance ratio of algorithm LTF is bounded above by , which essentially is caused by the BSP scheme, and determined by the probability distribution of task sizes q I Y q P Y F F F Y q .
Proposition 4. For a set of independent tasks , the asymptotic average-case performance ratio of algorithm LTF is no larger than .
ALGORITHM LLB AND ITS ANALYSIS
The structure of a parallel computation g h Y Y 0Y %Y (i can be represented by a directed acyclic graph q Y 0, where nodes stand for tasks in and arcs stand for precedence constraints in 0 . A directed acyclic task graph can be decomposed into levels, which are denoted by
Tasks with no predecessors (called initial tasks) constitute level 1. Generally, a task i is in level l if the number of nodes on the longest path from some initial task to i is l. Note that all tasks in the same level are independent of each other and, hence, they can be scheduled using algorithm LTF. Let v be the number of levels in q, and n l j l j be the number of tasks in l , where I l v. Fig. 3 for an illustration.) Clearly, vvfg u I, and y g u. As u 3 I, the ratio vvfg y g u u approaches , which is an unbounded parameter in our problem specification. As a matter of fact, the above argument can also be applied to all level-by-level scheduling algorithms. For the average-case performance of LLB, we notice that, using Proposition 3, we obtain
It is clear that the level-by-level schedule yields
and an upper bound for ivvfg is by using Proposition 3'. As for iy g, we first note that a longest critical path, i.e., a path from an initial task to a final task in v , is an inherent sequential part of a parallel computation. Such a critical path has a mean execution time v". A ls o n ot ic e t h a t iy g ! n" %"a . Thus, iy g is bounded from below by
Summarizing the above discussion, we have Theorem 2. The average-case performance ratio of algorithm LLB
The quantities in Theorem 2 are explained as follows:
. , I `P, gives the amount of task size expansion introduced by the rounding function 0 to fit the BSP scheme. is determined by the probability distribution . . , H` I, indicates the relative task size compared to system size, and depends on and the number of processors . . n and n , H` n I, H n`I , characterize structural properties of the task precedence graph q. n and n are positively correlated. For wide task graphs (see definition below) such as search trees, partitioning algorithms, and linear algebra task graphs [9] , n and n are small. For narrow task graphs such as iterative computations and linear pipelines [9] , n and n are large. . ! H is the coefficient of variation of task execution time. In summary, the bound for n in Theorem 2 is determined by q, , , and .
The bound for n in Theorem 2 does not imply that algorithm LLB has a finite average-case performance ratio since one can easily change the parameters to make the bound unlimited. Similarly, we can derive the following result for exponential task execution times. A task graph is narrow if the above condition is not satisfied. By the inequality in Theorem 2, we have the following claim for wide task graphs.
Theorem 3. For wide task graphs, we have I `P for all probability distribution of task execution times.
Theorem 3 shows that, for wide task graphs, the asymptotic average-case performance ratio of algorithm LLB is no larger than for arbitrary probability distribution of task execution times, where is a small constant. That is, by applying algorithm LTF level-by-level, the asymptotic average-case performance of algorithm LLB is close to that of algorithm LTF (cf. Proposition 4). The reason is that a wide task graph has many independent tasks.
The ratio can be evaluated for a given distribution . For instance, for a uniform distribution in the range IXXm, where m P d I and H `I, we have q k Iam, for all I k m. It turns out that is determined by . Since
It is not difficult to check that RaQ QaP.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we show the average-case performance of algorithm LLB for two typical classes of parallel computations, namely, partitioning algorithms and iterative computations (see [9] , [12] , [15] , [17] for information on these parallel computations). Partitioning algorithms have wide task graphs, while iterative computations have narrow task graphs. Throughout this section, we assume that the size of a multicomputer is TR. It is also assumed that task sizes have a uniform distribution with parameter m QP. Such a distribution yields IXPWQST F F F and HXPSUVIXX.
Partitioning Algorithms
A partitioning algorithm performs a divide-and-conquer computation. In a partitioning algorithm with branching factor ! P and height h ! H (see Fig. 4 where P and h Q), we have v Ph I, n l lÀI for l IY PY QY F F F Y h I, and n l
PhIÀl for l h PY h QY F F F Y Ph I. The height h indicates the size of a computation. Levels I Y P Y F F F Y h contain tasks which partition large problems into small subproblems. Level hI includes tasks which solve base case problems. Levels hP Y hQ Y F F F Y PhI have tasks which combine subsolutions into a grand solution. The parameters for the structure of the task graph are
Since I I 2 I H, a partitioning algorithm has a wide task graph. Fig. 5 displays the values of n, n , n , and 2 n , for P and h HY IY PY F F F Y IS.
In Fig. 6 , we show the bound for n given by Theorem 2 as a function of h for 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0, where P. The bound given in Theorem 2' is also displayed by the curve marked with ªo.º It is observed that the coefficient of variation of task execution times affects the quality of our bounds. However, its effect is only on small scale computations. In all cases, the bound for n approaches IXPWQST F F F as h becomes large, as predicted in Theorem 3. In other words, an LLB schedule is no more than 30 percent longer than the optimal schedule length.
Iterative Computations
An iterative computation is organized as a series of alternating sequential and parallel phases. There is a master task that is active in sequential phases, which represent synchronization, communication, collection, and distribution of partial results. There are m slave tasks that are active during parallel phases, which represent actual computations. There are numerous applications which fall into this category, such as relaxation methods for solving partial differential equations, iterative algorithms for solving linear and nonlinear systems of equations, searches for extreme values of functions, and smoothing in image processing, etc.
In an iterative computation, we have v Pr I, n l I for l IY QY SY F F F , and n l m ! P for l PY RY TY XX. (see Fig. 7) . r is the number of repetitions, which indicates the size of a computation. Thus, n m Ir I, and
an iterative computation gives a narrow task graph. By Theorem 2, we have
Assuming that IXH, we display in Fig. 8 the bound for n given by Theorem 2 as a function of r for m RY VY IPY ITY PH.
From the above inequality, we know that the bound for I is an increasing function of m when by Theorem 2', when task execution times have an exponential distribution, we have
The characteristics of the above bound for I are similar to that given by Theorem 2.
SUMMARY AND FURTHER RESEARCH
We have discussed three difficult issues in scheduling precedence constrained parallel tasks on multicomputers with contiguous processor allocation, i.e., precedence constraints among tasks, inherent difficulty of task scheduling, and system partitioning and processor allocation in multicomputers. We analyzed the average-case performance of an approximation scheduling algorithm called LLB. The success of such an analysis is based on the simplicity of the binary system partitioning scheme, which makes mathematical analysis feasible. We demonstrated through two typical classes of parallel computations that algorithm LLB has a quite acceptable average-case performance ratio. The performance of LLB in scheduling wide task graphs is even comparable with the performance of LTF in scheduling independent tasks. As mentioned in the introduction of the paper, we have assumed that is a power of two. By applying the LLB algorithm to the general case when is arbitrary, there would be further performance degradation up to a factor of two. Therefore, it is interesting to develop better algorithms to deal with arbitrary .
It is still an open problem to find an algorithm with finite worst-case and/or average-case performance ratios. This is a challenging topic definitely worthy of further investigation. In addition to finding efficient algorithms, another direction of research is to establish lower bounds for worstcase and/or average-case performance ratios.
The scheduling problem studied in this paper can be extended to multicomputers with more sophisticated topology, such as meshes and hypercubes. This may make the processor allocation component, as well as the overall scheduling problem, more difficult to solve. Fortunately, some initial efforts have been made [13] , [14] .
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